Marketing Research Consultants

EXPERTISE
Marketing Research Consultants

Brand, Communications & Advertising

Information Management Systems

Product, Pricing & Market Sizing

INDUSTRIES
Our consultancy has both depth and breadth in:
• Hospitality & Leisure
• Consumer Products
• Technology
• Financial Services
• Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals • Media & Entertainment

We execute programs in 40 countries and in 12 languages with an extended
panel network of millions of active members who respond at an average
rate of 38%. Security features along with thorough profile a uthentication
assure validity and data quality before a survey is even c ompleted.

TURN INSIGHTS INTO ACTIONS
Our unique Offerings Matrix combines
traditional and innovative research
approaches developed over 20 years. Find
out how smarter intelligence gets you
better results. Let us design and implement
a strategic solution for your marketing
challenge: sotech.com/smarter

TURN INSIGHTS INTO ACTION
An at-a-glance view of our expertise areas and the vast array of our own proprietary tools and methodologies we use to
tackle marketing challenges.
SERVICES

METHODS

Brand, Communication & Advertising
Product, Pricing & Market Sizing
Information Management Systems

2505 Mariposa Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
Tel: (415) 430 2200 or 1-800-576-2728
Central Region
211 West Wacker Drive, Suite 1500
Chicago, IL 60606-1217
Tel: (312) 727 0200
Eastern Region

8318 Pineville-Matthews Road, Suite 280-K
Charlotte, NC 28226
Tel: (415) 430 2200
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Mobile In-Home Use
Mobile Event Feedback
Data Dashboards
Clutterbook
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VisualDifferentiator
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Pricing &
Demand
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Configurator Analysis
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Satisfaction

Line Analysis &
Optimization

Concept
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Online
Qualitative

TOOLS
Brand Power Index

Customer Risk Quadrant Analysis

CONTACT INFORMATION:

Advertising
Testing
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Proprietary Tools & Methodologies
That Tackle Your Business Challenges
Smarter Marketing Research Is Here

VALIDATION		
CHARACTERISTICS Interactive activities
Marketing Research Consultants

BETTER DATA GETS BETTER RESULTS. Are you ready for Smarter Marketing Research?
Socratic Researchers are dedicated to asking the right questions. Our nimble quantitative and qualitative applications
seamlessly put layers of innovation to work for you. The deep technological complexity is on the back end. What you get
is full customization, rich feedback, and speed to actionable insights. Find out more at: sotech.com/smarter

such as drag-and-drop allow respondents to evaluate
long lists or images of a variety of attributes, names,
features, products, and more—reducing respondent
fatigue and increasing engagement.
OUTPUT Respondents evaluate more comprehensive

lists of features, logos, and imagery, as well as
many other key branding elements. Insights are easily
leveraged within other methodologies to enhance
subsequent analyses.

CLARITY		

FLEXIBILITY

CHARACTERISTICS Socratic Technologies

CHARACTERISTICS Socratic’s survey

CONTEXTUALIZED RESEARCH

OUTPUT Socratic leverages current technology

to enhance traditional research techniques which
makes it easy for respondents to provide feedback on
their preferred devices.

OUTPUT By participating in activities that bring

them closer to the “moment of truth,” respondents
are able to grasp concepts more readily and to provide
accurate feedback.

IMPACT		

PRECISION		
Highlighter enables respondents to interact with
numerous creative elements including packaging,
direct mail, websites, and print collateral. These
aspects of our methodologies efficiently identify
optimization opportunities for targeted concept and
marketing communications development.
SM

OUTPUT Results are reported with detailed

feedback on the positive and negative elements of
concepts, communications, and collateral. Supporting
diagnostics likewise lend insight into motivating,
confusing, or problematic elements.

MULTI-PLATFORM INTERACTIONS

platforms are on pace with a broad range of devices,
from computers to laptops to smartphones.

brings contextualization and visualization to research
designs that may be complex or difficult to understand
in a traditional context, via a suite of pre-built tools
and custom in-house capabilities.

CHARACTERISTICS The Socratic Concept

INTERACTIVE RESEARCH DIALOGUES

MARKET OPTIMIZATION
LLIKE

D
DISLIKE

RREMOVE HIGHLIGHT

NEXT EXERCISE

HEALTHY POP

Refreshing, Organic, Zero-Calorie Soda
We all try to make healthy decisions—but when it comes to
soda, it can be hard to find satisfying taste without sugar or
artificial sweeteners.
Introducing Healthy Pop, a line of organic, zero-calorie sodas
that’s full of flavor and variety. It’s sweetened with the stevia
plant for healthful sweetness. No artificial sweeteners, no
artificial flavors and no preservatives. Now you can enjoy your
colas with zero guilt.
Crafted by Caring Cola, whose mission is to develop delicious
healthy products.

Available at local grocery and
natural food stores. Flavors
include Root Beer, Lemon Lime,
Orange, and Ginger Ale.

CHARACTERISTICS Socratic’s Configurator

AnalysisTM allows respondents to build their ideal
product/service by selecting from features and
options while incorporating business/pricing rules,
prohibiting unrealistic combinations, and dealing
with multi-feature interaction effects.

PRODUCT CUSTOMIZATION

OUTPUT This custom tool identifies optimal product
configurations for target consumers and minimizes
cannibalization. Results size the market, profile likely
consumers, and contain diagnostics on created products.
Configurator AnalysisTM is compatible with traditional
methodologies, such as Discrete Choice, helping to
support additional modeling and “what-if” simulation.
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